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ABSTRACT 
 
The access part of all cellular network’s generation suffers from common concerns related to dead spots 

(zones that are not covered by the network) and hot spots (zones where the number of users is higher 

compared to network resources). During the last decade, lots of research proposals have tried to overcome 
cellular problems through multi-hop D2D architecture, which is a new paradigm allowing the direct 

communication between devices in cellular network to enhance network performances and improve user 

QoS. In this paper, we propose a multi-hop D2D architecture based on the OLSR protocol to extend 

cellular coverage. Cell-OLSR, which is the proposed adaptation of OLSR for our architecture, allows the 

exchange of cellular parameters between nodes to choose the best proxy device to forward data to the 

cellular base station (BS). 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Cellular networks have known an important evolution in the last three decades. From 1rst and 

2nd generations for basic voice services to 3rd and 4th generations for content and data services 
then 5G for mMTC, eMBB and uRLLC services, cellular networks constitute a mandatory 

communication technology nowadays. Yet, like all radio communications, the access area in all 

cellular networks suffers from a multitude of problems that can affect the end-user services. In 
fact, dead spots are a major drawback in such networks. In this type of zones, the received signal 

is very weak due to obstacles hindering wave propagation such as shadowing, interference and 

multipaths... Cellular customers in these areas (lift, tunnel, network edges, etc.) cannot benefit 
from telecommunications services. Another problem in cellular networks is hot spots. In such 

zones, the number of cellular clients is very high in comparison to network resources. This can 

have an impact on customer services, particularly data services that require high end-to-end 

throughput. 
 

To cope with these kinds of problems, telecommunications operators must deploy more 

infrastructures and ensure sufficient network resources in order to guarantee a good quality of 
service to the end customer. In fact, microcells and pico-cells can be deployed in zones suffering 

from weak signals and a lack of cellular resources. However, the cost of this operation is very 

high since it includes the planning cost, the energy cost, the maintenance cost, the frequency 

licenses cost, etc.  D2D communication is identified as a motivating alternative to overcome the 
main weaknesses of the access area of cellular networks with lower cost [1]. In this 
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communication mode, a mobile can create ad hoc links with nearby mobiles to reach the cellular 
base station [2]. D2D communication can be achieved in licensed frequencies or free frequencies. 

This communication can be handled by the base station as it can be distributed without the 

utilization of a centralized entity. The development of D2D technology, with all the projected 

performances and enhancements, necessitates new routing protocols or the reworking of ad hoc 
protocols to establish the routing decisions and select the suitable mobile, in order to link the ad 

hoc and the cellular zones. In this paper, we propose a distributed multi-hop D2D architecture 

based on the Optimized Link State Routing Protocol [3](OLSR) in unlicensed frequencies, 
permitting the extension of the cellular coverage. The new Cell-OLSR allows the exchange of 

cellular parameters between D2D nodes in order to find out the best node to ensure the interface 

with a cellular network. The proposed adaptation was built following two approaches that have 
been evaluated and compared using the OMNET ++ simulator[4]. 

 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we will present a review of multi-hop 

D2D architectures with related routing schemes. Section 3 will be dedicated to describing the 
proposed architecture to extend cellular coverage and the principle of Cell-OLSR protocol with 

its two approaches, and the proposed selection mode algorithm. In section 4, we compare the 

performances of both approaches in terms of added overhead. We propose, in the same section, 
implementation of Cell-OLSR on OLSR_ETX version then compare the performances with 

AODV and DSR protocols which constitute the base of many D2D proposals. Section 5 

concludes the paper and highlights some future perspectives. 
 

2. RELATED WORKS 
 

Multi-hop D2D communication is the direct communication between two mobiles or between a 

base station and a mobile through one or more relays in order to improve cellular performances 
especially those related to data end to end throughput [17], [18] (figure 1). This communication 

can be accomplished either in licensed frequencies, in free frequencies ISM (industrial, scientific 

and medical) or in hybrid bands. Relays in multi-hop D2D architecture can be either mobile or 
fixed relays. 

 

In the two last decades, a lot of works focused on developing multi-hop D2D communications, 

which are known as multi-hop cellular networks (MCN). Table I presents some of the related 
works that have discussed the D2D communications through different nomenclatures. The 

analysis of these architectures is performed in [19]. Other D2D architectures were proposed in 

[20]. 
 

Among the main classification factors of multi-hop D2D architectures, we can cite: 

 
Frequency bands: is the main design factor in D2D communication classification. Indeed, there 

are 3 possible methods to communicate in D2D architecture. The first one is to use licensed 

bands in both relaying zone and last hop link between the last mobile and base station. In this 

case, channel assignment procedures should be used in relaying part [21]. It is possible also to 
assign different frequencies in relaying and cellular parts. The issue with this option is the high 

cost to own frequency licenses. The second mode is to use ISM band in both cellular and relay 

parts. In this case, the BS is like an AP (Access Point) in WLAN (Wireless Local Area Network). 
The major concern with this design is the small coverage permitted by this kind of frequencies. 

The third mode is to associate licensed and free frequencies. In fact, the licensed frequencies can 

be used in the cellular area and ISM bands in the ad-hoc zone [22]. The main challenge with this 

architecture is to design an appropriate routing protocol. 
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Figure 1: D2D communication architecture 

 
Table 1: Comparison of D2D architectures 

 

Architecture 

name 

Routing frequency band 

in ad-hoc part 

Interfaces to 

reach BS 

Support 

charging & 

rewarding 

mechanism 

Relay Nature Routing strategy 

MCN [5] ISM bands  (802.11) single interface NO Mobile relay 
Centralized 

routing 

iCAR [6] ISM bands Dual interfaces NO 
Fixed relays 

(ARS) 

Centralized 

routing 

AGSM [7] GSM bands Dual interfaces NO Mobile relay 
Distributed 

routing 

CRS [8] - - YES Mobile relay - 

UCAN [9] ISM bands (802.11) Dual interfaces YES Mobile relay 
Distributed 

routing 

PBR [10] - single interface YES Mobile relay 
Distributed 

routing 

JANUS [11] ISM bands  (802.11) Dual interfaces NO Mobile relay 
Distributed 

routing 

MCN_AP 

[12] 

Licensed & unlicensed 

bands 

Single/Dual 

interfaces 
NO Mobile relay 

Centralized 

routing 

ODMA [13] UMTS TDD bands Single interface NO Mobile relay 
Centralized 

routing 

xLoMM [14] ISM bands (802.11) Single interface NO Mobile relay 
Distributed 

routing 

CAR [15] Licensed bands Single 

interface 

NO Mobile 

relay 

Centralized 

routing 

ERP[16] ISM Dual interface NO Mobile 
 

Network assisted 
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The Number of interfaces: New smartphones can establish simultaneous communications using 
different radio interfaces (Cellular, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth…). In D2D communication, we can find 

communication using a unique interface, cellular or WLAN. We can also find cases using both 

interfaces 

 
Charging and rewarding: this factor is one of the most challenging parameters in D2D 

communications [23]. It allows making the design of a charging way to bill the client initiating 

the first request of communication. It also permits proposing a rewarding mechanism for relaying 
mobiles that contribute to the architecture. 

 

Relay Nature: either mobile or fixed relays can be used in D2D architecture [5], [6]. Mobile 
relays present difficulties to handle mobility inside the architecture. Fixed ones necessitate high 

cost for deployment and maintenance. 

 

Routing approach: as mentioned, routing is one of the main design aspects in D2D 
communication especially when free bands are adopted. We can talk about distributed routing in 

which mobiles try to discover the best routing path to forwarding data [14], or centralized routing 

in which the BS or/and another fixed equipment manage the routes between mobiles [15]. There 
is also network-assisted routing. In this mode, devices can make decisions autonomously, 

however their decisions are based on the measurements provided by the network [16] 

 

3. MULTI-HOP D2D ARCHITECTURE 
 
In this section, we introduce our proposed multi-hop D2D architecture to extend cellular 

coverage. Then, we develop the principle of the Cell-OLSR protocol with its two approaches. 

 

3.1. Proposed architecture 
 

We propose a multi-hop D2D communication in ISM bands using 802.11 standard and proactive 
routing with a modified version of OLSR protocol. 

 

As shown in figure 2, a user out of cellular coverage can communicate with BS through a set of 
other mobiles using 802.11 standards. The Cell-OLSR protocol allows the exchange of cellular 

parameters between mobiles in order to designate the best proxy to forward data to a cellular 

network.  
 

Table 2 summarizes the characteristics of our method following the classification factors 

discussed in section 2. 

 
We propose different approaches to OLSR protocol adaptation and we indicate the use cases of 

each approach. Our proxy choice metrics will be essentially the quality of the cellular signal 

received from the BS, the type of cellular access technology, and the capability of the node to be 
elected as proxy according to its battery level and its load. 
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Table 2: Proposed architecture parameters 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 2: Proposed multi-hop D2D architecture 

 

3.2. Cell-OLSR 
 

Cell-OLSR is an adaptation of the OLSR protocol that ensures the exchange of cellular 
parameters between nodes to choose the best proxy. The proactive nature of the OLSR protocol 

will allow us to insert and broadcast cellular parameters, and then each node will constitute a 

database containing cellular information of other nodes in the network.  
 

Cellular parameters that will be exchanged between nodes are: 

 

 The cellular access technology 

 The received signal strength from the base station 

 Node capability to be elected as a proxy 

 
In order to spread these parameters in the ad hoc network, we apply two approaches to OLSR 

packets. 

 
 

 

 
 

Architecture 

name 
Description 

Routing 

frequency 

band 

in ad-hoc part 

Interfaces to 

reach BS 

Support 

charging & 

rewarding 

mechanism 

Relay Nature Routing strategy 

Cell-OLSR 

Allow the exchange 

of cellular 

measurements to 

elect the best proxy 

mobile to relay the 

data to the BS. 

ISM (802.11) Dual interface NO Mobile 
Distributed, 

 BS assisted 
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3.2.1. First approach: Cell-OLSR1 

 

The first approach is to build a new control message that will be encapsulated in the OLSR 

header. Like the TC and MID messages, this message will be generated by each node in the 

network and propagated through the MPRs nodes only. We call the new message CP (Cellular 
Parameters). Figure 3 shows the format of this message. 

 

 
 

Figure 3: CP message format 

 

RSRP (Reference Signals Received Power) represents the power of the signal received from the 
base station. The RSRP field is double-byte. RATtype (Radio Acess Type) represents the type of 

communication technology (3G,4G,5G). The RAType field is single-byte. Proxy_Willingness 

defines the capability of the node to be chosen as a proxy. This field is coded on 1 byte. 
 

The CP message will be generated by each node of the network, but will only be forwarded by 

the MPRs. Upon receipt of the CP message, the node will update a cellular database that contains 

tuples with the following fields: 
 

 C_main_addr : the main address of the origin node of the CP message 

 C_RAT : Cellular technology to which the originating node of the CP message is 
connected 

 C_RSRP : received signal strength, from the base station, of the origin node of the 

message CP 
 C_Will_P : Capability of the node to be elected as a proxy 

 C_Time :validity time of the CP message. 

 

The update process is as follows: 
 

Algorithm1:the update process 

 
For each received CP message 

Ifthe  sender is not a symmetric neighbor, the message is ignored. 

Else, if it exists a tuple where:C_main_addr=originator address 
Then modify other parameters: 

C_RAT = RAType 

C_RSRP = RSRP 

C_Will_P = Proxy_Willingness 
C_time =current time + validity time 

Else, if no tuple exists with previous condition, then create new tuple with parameters: 

C_RAT = RAType 
C_main_addr  = originator address 

C_RSRP = RSRP 

C_Will_P = Proxy_Willingness 

C_time =current time + validity time 
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The exchange of the CP message in the network will allow each node to maintain a table with the 
cellular information about the other nodes. 

 

3.2.2. Second approach: Cell-OLSR2 

 
In the second approach, we propose to use the HELLO and TC messages to insert the RSRP, 

RAType and proxy_willingness parameters. Indeed, a header will be added to the HELLO 

message to inform the cellular parameters of the sending node. For TC message, these parameters 
will be filled in for each neighboring node of the MPR, sending the message. 

 

Figures 4 and 5show the format of HELLO and TC messages before adding the cellular 
parameters. 

 

 
Figure 4: Format of hello message 

 
Figure 5: format of TC message 

 
After adding the cellular parameters. The HELLO and TC message structures become as 

illustrated in Figures 6 and 7. 

 
Each node will inform their neighbors about his cellular parameters in the Cell-HELLO message. 

Upon receipt of the Cell-HELLO message, the node will update the neighbor set that contains 

tuples with the following fields:  
 

 N_neighbor_main_addr: The main address of the neighbor  

 N_status: The status of the neighbor 

 N_willingness: The node's willingness to carry traffic on behalf of other nodes 
 N_RAT : Cellular technology of the neighbor 

 N_RSRP : received signal strength, from the base station, of the neighbor 

 N_Will_P : Capability of the neighbor to be elected as a proxy 
 

Beyond the neighbors, cellular parameters are exchanged via Cell-TC message. Upon receipt of 

the Cell-HELLO message, the node will update the neighbor set that contains tuples with the 
following fields: 
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 T_dest_addr : Address of destination node 
 T_last_addr : Addressof last node before destination ( typically is an MPR of 

T_dest_addr) 
 T_seq :Sequencenumber. 

 T_RAT : Cellular technologie of destination node 

 T_RSRP : Received signal strength, from the base station,of T_dest_addr node 
 T_Will_P : Capability of T_dest_addr to be elected as proxy 

 T_time :specifies the time at which this tuple expires and must be removed 

 

 
 

Figure 6: format of cell-HELLO message 

 

 
 

Figure 7: format of cell-TC message 

 

The population and update of the neighbor set and topology set follow the specifications of 

OLSR [3]. 

  

3.2.3. proxy_willingness parameter 

 

Like the Willingness parameter of the OLSR protocol, the proxy willingness parameter 
translates the ability of a mobile to be chosen as a proxy between the ad hoc network and the 

cellular network. Unlike the willigness parameter, which only considers the state of the battery 

to set the willingness value, the proxy_willingness parameter adds the constraint of the load on a 

mobile to limit the number of mobiles that can be served by a proxy. Indeed, the load makes 
possible to control the number of mobiles with whom the mobile proxy shares its cellular 

resources. 

 
The metric defining the proxy_willingness parameter is therefore a function of the battery and 

the load supported by the proxy mobile according to the following equation. 

 
M = αB + βL 

 

M is a metric that sets the value of the proxy_willigness parameter. B represents the state of the 

battery. L represents the charge on the proxy mobile, or the number of served mobiles. α and ß 
are weights related to the battery and the load, and will define the importance of each metric in 

the choice of the proxy 0 ≤ α, ß ≤1 and α + ß = 1. 
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3.2.4. Communication algorithm 

 

After exchanging cellular parameters in the network using the Cell-OLSR protocol, each node 

will build a database on each of the other nodes containing the cellular parameters. This 

database will be used to select the most appropriate proxy mobile to communicate with the base 

station. Indeed, depending on its coverage status, a mobile can communicate with the BS 

either directly or by using relays through D2D communication. The coverage extension 
algorithm is illustrated in figure 8: 
 

Send a data stream to the base 
station

 RSRP > RSRPref

Send directly in 
cellular mode

YES

Search proxy user i 
such as:

RSRPi> RSRPref
RSRP = Max (RSRPi)
Proxy_WILLINGNESS
> WILLINGNESSref

Proxy found

Send data stream 
via  802.11/OLSR

YES

NO

Find users in the 
desired cellular 

radio access type 
(3G / 4G / 5G)

NO

END

Database of cellular 
information on each 
node in the ad hoc 
network, collected 

through the cell_OLSR 
protocol

 
 

Figure 8: Communication algorithm using Cell-OLSR protocol 

 
Before sending the data to the base station, the mobile verifies the value of the RSRP received 

from the BS. If this value is greater than a predefined threshold, the mobile sends its data flow 

directly to the base station using the cellular interface. If the RSRP value is lower than the 

threshold, the mobile initiates the search process of the proxy a mobile based on the information 
collected following the exchange of the Cell-OLSR protocol. The mobile checks in its base the 

mobile connected to the base station with the desired technology having the greatest value of the 

RSRP among the nodes of the ad hoc network and predisposed to be elected as mobile proxy. If 
the mobile is found, the data will be sent via the OLSR protocol using the 802.11 standards. 

Otherwise, direct transmission via the cell link is envisaged. 

 
The value of WILLINGNESSref depends on the coverage conditions. For example if we 

suppose M between 0 and 1 (0 for bad proxy and 1 for good proxy), we can define Mref=0,3 

when the coverage conditions are bad, to have the maximum number of potential proxy’s. When 

the coverage condition is OK, we can define Mref=0,7 for example to push mobiles to choose 
the direct link.  
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4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
 
In order to evaluate the two proposed approaches of the Cell-OLSR protocol, we suggest a 

comparison between both approaches and the OLSR native version. Through these simulations 

we demonstrate the most optimal approach, especially regarding the overhead rate added to the 

network. The overhead is defined as the number of all the routing control packets that each node 
sends in order to know the network and establish and maintain the routes. This metric is used to 

measure the efficiency of the routing protocol. An additional overhead can have impacts on the 

network bandwidth and the power consumption. 
 

4.1. Simulation environment 
 
We use INET framework [24] of OMNET++ simulator. Simulation parameters are shown in 

Table 3. 

 
We assign random values of cellular parameters to simulation nodes. We measure the added 

overhead in both approaches. For cell-OLSR1, we evaluate the overhead for different values of 

CP interval. The number of nodes describes the range of the coverage extension allowed by 

D2D part. As 802.11 standards allows communication range with highest throughput between 
20m and 40m in indoor environment. Therefore, with 5 nodes a minimum extension of 100m 

can be reached towards the base station, while with 15 nodes, the extension can reach up to 

600m extension. This extension range should be sufficient in urban environment to reach the 
BS. We choose random mobility with speed between 0mps and 5mps for walking cases in urban 

area. 

 
Table 3: Simulation parameters 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Paramètres Valeurs 

Frequency 2.4 GHz 

Simulation area 1000m * 1000m 

Mobility RandomWPMobility 

Speed uniform(0mps,5mps) 

Number of nodes 5/10 /15 

Simulation time 100S 

Application UDPBasicBurst 

Message lenght 512 B 

Bitrate 54 Mbps 

Willingness 3 

Hello interval 2 Secondes 

TC interval 5 Secondes 

MID interval 5 Secondes 

CP interval 2,3,4,5 Secondes 
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4.2. Simulation Results 
 

The comparison results of the added overhead of Cell-OLSR and OLSR are shown in figure 9. 

We can see from results that Cell-OLSR1 generates more overhead comparing to Cell-OLSR2 
and OLSR especially when the interval time of CP message equals to 2ms (up to 50% of 

supplementary overhead against 14% only for Cell-OLSR2). The result is normal since a new 

message with its header is generated in Cell-OLSR2 approach. The overhead increase in the 
Cell-OLSR2 is due to inserted cellular parameters in control messages (2 bytes for RSRP, 1 byte 

for RAType and 1 byte for proxy_Willingness). 

 

 
 

Figure 9: Routing overhead comparison for different intervals of CP message 

 
The Cell-OLSR1 approach allows the exchange of RSRP, RAType and Proxy_Willingness 

information. However, adding a new messages has two major drawbacks on protocol 

performance: 
 

 Additional overhead: Generation and exchange of additional control message can 

degrade network performance, especially bandwidth and energy. 

 Additional processing is necessary to ensure the good management of the new message 
and its processing. 
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Cell-OLSR2 version remains an optimal choice for the diffusion of cellular parameters while 
preserving OLSR performance in terms of generated overhead. However, the need to broadcast 

other cellular parameters for the different access technologies, in order to guarantee a more 

optimal and finer choice of the proxy mobile, requires grouping these parameters in a separate 

control message. This would in particular make possible the setting of an eigenvalue for the CP 
message sending interval and possibly define particular rules for updating the cellular 

parameters on the CP database. Among these rules we can mention: 

 
 

 

 Generate and send a CP messages when a RAT change is performed. 
 Generate and send CP message according to variations in the quality of the received 

signal from the BS. 

 Trigger the generation of the CP message according to the value of Proxy_Willingness 

to update information in other nodes. 
 

The Advantages and disadvantages of each approach are summarized in Table 4. 

 
Table 4: Comparison of Cell-OLSR approaches 

 

 

4.3. Application to OLSR-ETX 

 

One common advantage of both approaches of Cell-OLSR is the implementation flexibility in 

different OLSR extensions. Indeed, various OLSR versions were proposed in the literature to 
deal with different problems like security [25], energy consumption [26] and QoS [27].  

 

In this section, we propose to apply the Cell-OLSR2 approach (approach with less overhead) on 
the OLSR_ETX [28] version available on the OMET ++ INET and INETMANET frameworks, 

and carry out a comparison with the AODV and DSR protocols as well as Cell-OLSR2 variant. 

The AODV and DSR protocols formed the basis of several proposals in the D2D domain [29], 
[30]. 

 

 Cell-OLSR1 Cell-OLSR2 

Advantages - Build cellular 
parameters databases 

independent of OLSR 

routing databases. 

- Flexibility in the 

management of cellular 

parameter updates. 

- Generated overhead rate 
acceptable compared to Approach 

1. 

- No need for additional 
management of a new message 

since the parameters are inserted in 

HELLO and TC messages. 

Disadvantages - High overhead rate 

compared to the original 

version, which may 

degrade network 
performance. 

- Additional processing to 

manage reception and 
transmission of the new 

message. 

- Lack of flexibility in the 

management of cellular 

parameters. Indeed, the rules for 

updating the lists and sending 
messages follow that of the 

HELLO and TC messages. 
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The OLSR_ETX (Expected Transmission Count) version uses the quality of the link between 
two nodes in the network instead of the number of hops, in the original version, to calculate the 

route.  

 

We call the new version of OLSR_ETX with the cell-OLSR approach, Cell-OLSR-ETX2. This 
version is compared to AODV, DSR and Cell-OLSR2 in terms of throughput and E2E delay 

which are two fundamental KPIs in D2D architecture. 

 
We use the same parameters defined in table 3, with a simulation time of 500s and a simulation 

area of 1500m×1500m. 

 
The simulation results are shown in Figure 10. 

 

 
 

Figure 10: Comparison of E2E delay and throughput 

 

We note through these results that the Cell-OLSR-ETX2 and Cell-OLSR2 protocols perform 

best in comparison with AODV and DSR in terms of E2E delay. Indeed, the OLSR protocol 
does not need much time in the route discovery mechanism. Routes are always available in 

advance on routing tables because of its proactive nature, resulting in lower end-to-end delays. 

ETX metric-based routing allows Cell-OLSR-ETX2 to achieve good throughput performance 
compared to other protocols as shown in Figure 10. 

 

Through this study, we have demonstrated the flexibility of implementation of our Cell-OLSR 

concept on the ETX variant of OLSR. Admittedly, this variant may be a better alternative for 
our D2D architecture given the presented performances. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 
 
The Cell-OLSR approach may constitute a good alternative to solve the problems of the access 

part of cellular networks by broadcasting the parameters exchanged between the mobile and the 

base station. Several algorithms can combine the different parameters to highlight the most 

optimal proxy node. In this paper, we presented our D2D architecture to address the issue of 
cellular coverage. We presented our design of the Cell-OLSR protocol with two possible 

implementation approaches. We tested and compared both approaches to propose the scope of 

each of them. We then implemented Cell-OLSR second approach on the OLSR-ETX variant to 
demonstrate the flexibility of the concept. We performed a series of comparative simulations 

with the AODV and DSR protocols to demonstrate the performance of this OLSR variant. 
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Our Approach may constitute a good alternative to enhance cellular performances especially in 
terms of coverage extension through D2D architecture. Nevertheless, other aspects need to be 

considered in such architecture especially regarding security and power consumption in relay 

and proxy nodes. 

 
Finally, as future works, we note that our approach can be the subject of further studies to 

optimize the performance of the cellular network, including the problem of cell overload. 

Indeed, the D2D communication in the ISM bands can be exploited to route the mobile traffic 
from a loaded cell to a cell with more radio resources. The Cell-OLSR protocol can include 

other parameters that can help to achieve this routing in the most optimal way. 
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